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tance than the width of Broadway (125 feet). Between 8 1 01' 4° from it, and nearly parallel to each other. These from the mouth of Mammoth Cave, with which it 18 sup
and 9 o'clock A. M. it grew still darker, and many predicted' bands were 5° or 6° in length. During this time there were posed to have a point of connection. Here the following 
another" dark day " similar to the one chronicled in the faint northern lights streaming up at right angles to tbe results were obtained: 
early part of the century. The hotels and stores were band. At the mouth of White's Cave, August I!, 1881, the 

lighted just as at night, and the peculiarity of the jets was By some it was thought that a nebulous belt had touched mercury indicated, in the shade ................ 86 deg. Fah. 

that they resembled the cold, silver color of electric lamps, the earth's atmosphere. Had such a contact occurred in the Just within the entrance ... ............ ........... 80 " 

but of much less power. Another effect produced by the daytime, penetrating the atmosphere more deeply, the At t-he Naiad's Bath (in the water) ................... 53 .. 

inexplic1l.ble state of the atmosphere was the extremely effect might have been like that of the 6th. .. (in the air) ........... .......... 54 .. 
At the end of the cave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... 54 " 

briglJt green appearance of the lawns and foliage. This was During the auroral display, and for some hours after, the 
especially noticeable from the fact that the shades of every- Atlantic cables were greatly obstructed by a magnetic 
thing else were of a decidedly subdued color. During the storm, and the lalld lines also as far west as Chicago. The 
early forenoon, outside of the regular routine, business and storm neutralized the force of the batteries, but the atmo
pleasure were practically suspended. So dark was it at 9 spheric currents of electricity were not strong enough to 
o'clock that when the American Social Science Association telegraph with, as was the case during the memorable e1ec
met in Putnam Hall every gas jet had to be lighted, and it tric storm of October, 1872. 
bore the appearance of an evening entertainment. The .. I. I .. 

extreme humidity of the atmosphere was the subject of 
general remark, and several who had taken an early drive 
into the country stated that their clothing was as damp as 
if they had passed through a shower. The darkness lifted 
about noon. 

THE TEMPERATURE OF MAMMOTH CAVE. 
BY H. C. HOVEY. 

It is estimated that twelve million cubic yards of limestone 
have been displaced by the great excavation known as 
Mammoth Cave. The importance of ascertaining exactly 
the temperature of the volume of air and bodies of water 
found in such a locality appears on considering the fact tbat 
it would coincide wiLh the temperature of the eartb's crust 
in the region wbere it is located. 

The task has its difficulties. The darkness of tbe cavern 

At Toronto the darkness continued all day, though as 
the day advanced the yellow of the sky was brightened to 
11 rich orange hue. In northern New York the atmosphere 
was of a greenish yellow hue. At Lake Placid, in the Adi· 
rondacks, a greenish fog covered the country; the grass 
seemed artificially colored, the animals had a sea-green color, 
the mountains disappeared, and in their place were wreaths makes it necessary, of course, to make the observations by 

of green vapor; the clouds were yellowish green; the sun lamplight, and the proximity of the flame renders the mer· 

appeared a ball of golden fire through the mist, and all cury liable to expand by an increase of heat. The warmth 
nature seemed to have a strange and mysterious hue. Some of the hand may also be imparted to it in carrying the instru

people when they rose in the morning feared that their own ment along; and a sensible impression is made even by per

eyes were jaundiced; others thought that some strange cala- 60n5 standing with their lamps at a distance of several feet. 

mity was at hand, wme great convulsion of nature; people Add the fact that all thermometers increase their readings 

in many places were in a state of anxiety and dread. with age, and an explanation is found of the errors into 

The Boston Journal of the 7th compared the previous, which observers have sometimes fallen, and which I lJave 

day with the famous Black Friday of 1780. No fog or haze tried to avoid in the experiments now recorded. The result 

was perceptible, except when looking off toward the hori- of such errors is an oft-quoted statement that the uniform 

zon from ari elevated position, but the sun was thoroughly temperature of the above cavern and the region around it is 

obscured, and the atmosphere was pervaded with a yellow- 59° F.ah. at all seasons of the year. I shall show tlJis to be 

ish light which lent a strange appearance to every object. too h1gh by about 6°.
. . 

There was a weird luster to the surface of the streets and I My first set of observatiOns were made III August, 1878, 

the fronts of the buildings. This aspect of the sky was I 
with what was rega�ded �s a good thermometer of German 

such that some timorous people's minds were directed by it �ake. The table of readmgs, though not on t?e whole sat

to the scriptural prophecy concerning the brassy appearance 1s
.
factory, may be of some value for companson, and are 

of the sky which is to be one of the features of the "last g1ven below: 

day. " The intpriors of buildings grew dark as the day At the hotel on the hill the mercury stood, at noon 
advanced, and the outer air as viewed through a window on the 19th of August, 1878, at. .. ........ .... 102 deg. Fah. 

seemed to be pervaded with the reflected light from some At the entrance to the cave . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66 :: 
vast conflagration. It became necessary to light the gas in In the Rotunda (1,000 yard" wit.hin)............. . . .  58 

d ffi 
In River Hall (a mile and a half within) . . . . .. .  ... 57 ., 

stores an 0 ces, and the jets admitted a white flame that At the Bottomless Pit, Mary'. Vineyard. Marion's 
strongly resembled the electric light. The faces of people Avenue, and various other points, including the 

in the street were of a deep saffron color, as if jaundice had waters of the Dead Sea, Lake Lethe, and Echo 

begun to show its work in complexions tanned by a sum- River . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ....... 56 " 
In EI-Ghor, Washington Hall, and Rhoda'S Arcade, 55 " 

mer of exposure to wind and sun, and some skins even dis- In Lucy's Dome .. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . .  _ .  54 " 
played the tint of those yellow beach shoes which have of In the waters of Helen's Spring, Hebe's Spring, and 

late come into fashion. A few buff dresses seemed as yel· in the Cascade of the River Styx. . . . . • . . . . . . . .  53 " 

low as dull gold, and the grass took on a rank and metallic In the water of Richardson's Spring.... . . . . . .  ... 52 " 

bue like vprdigris. Tbe phenomenon became more marked According to this table the temperature varies from 52° 
in the afternoon than it was during the forenoon. As late to 58° in the cave, the average being 56° Fah. 
as 1 o'clock it was possible for a per.ion sitting near a win- But this,although 3° lower than the previous observations 
dow to see to read or write without the aid of artificial of local physicists would justify, proved on comparison witb 
light, but after that hour the gloom deepened rapidly, the Yale standards to he still too high by two or three degrees; 
sky grew still more brazen in appearance, and the gloom and I therefore determined to make a new set of experi
was that of late twilight. The front windows of stores on ments of such a nature us should insure perfect accuracy. 
Wasbington street were illuminated aR at night, and there A common, but fairly reliable thermometer was fixed at 
was not a single usual aspect of the daytime to be seen in a point 1,000 yards witbin the cave, wbere it was allowed to 
any direction. There was something terrible in the scene, remain for six months undisturbed. This gave it time to 
and it is not to be wondered at if some weak minds allowed adapt itself to its surroundings, and gave the manager of the 
tbemselves to be tormented by fears of wbat the extraordi- cave, Mr. Francis Klett, an opportunity to take daily obser
nary event might presage. The climax was reached at vations during the transition from winter to summer, and in 
about 3 o'clock, and after tbat light began gradually to return, all sorts of weather. His report to me was summed up in 
altbough perfect daylight was not restored. At 5 o'clock, the statement that after being, so to speak, acclimated, tbis 
the ruddy ghre had disappeared from the sky, and the light, thermometer did not vary more that 1 ° for montbs together, 
such as it was, seemed more natural than during the day. and indicated a uniform temperature of from 53° to 54° 
Before 8 0' clock the moon had come out, the clouds had Fah. This was as I had anticipated. But my object being 
disappeared, and the atmosphere had resumed its normal to ascertain the temperature of a large area it would not 
condition. do to base a conclusion on the testimony of a single witness, 

As already remarked, this peculiar disturbance of tbe and that an instrument remaining constantly in one place. 
atmosphere prevailed throughout New York, the Eastern Accordingly, on revisiting Mammoth Cave. last August, I 
States, and Canada. The forest fires of Michigan and armed myself with two of the best mercurial tbermometers 
Canada were most commonly thought to be the immediate belonging to the Winchester Observatory of New Haven, 
cause. Professor Emerson, of Dartmouth College, sug- kindly lent to me by Prof. Waldo, tbe astronomerin cbarge, 
gested as an additional agent the pollen from northern fir and which are described as follows: 
and pine trees. Others suspected that the excessive moisture (No. 1.)  Casella, London, K. O. 10,662. The gradation 
of tbe lower atmospbere might have had somethiug to do allowed one·fifteenth of an inch to a degree, ranging from 
with the phenomenon. It is possible, however, that. some +10° to +1200 Fah., marked both on the glass tube and on 
extra-terrestrial cause may have had a controlling influence; a porcelain slide, and determined by comparison with 
something, for instance, like the band of yellow Iigbt which Yale standards to be accurate within two-tenths of a de
spanned the sky on tbe night of tbe 12th. As descrihed by gree. Mounted in a copper frame with a large ring 
the observer above named at Hanover, N. H. , the yellow attacbed, by which it could be swung, in order more quickly 
luminous band was from 50 to 10° in widtb, quite uniform to bring the temperature down to that of the air, the tuhe 
tbroughout, ana extended from about 20° nortb of west to and slirle being also detachable from the frame for conven-
30° south of west, dividing the heavens into northern and ience if> immersion in water. 
southern divisions of about three fiftbs and two fiftbs (No. 2.) J. & J. H. Green, New York, 1879. No. 4,509. 
respectively. Its direction was about at right angles with Space allowed to one degree, one-eigbteenth of an inch. 
the Milky Way. A very distinctive feature was the regu- Graduated from - 30° to + 1200 Fah., marked on glass 
lar and definitely marked northern boundary. From 8 tube and metallic scale, and carried by a brass holder. This 
P.M. to 8:15 P. M. it remained comparatively fixed. At instrument, baving been "seasoned" at the Winchester 
8:30o'chck it swept off toward tbe south, gradually dis- Observatory, was said to be accurate to within one-tenth of 
appearing. Just south and east of the crossing of the one degree. 
streamer with the Milky Way were ten or twelve lines of Witb tbese practically perfect instruments I took the 
light, and at right angles with tbe streamer, but separated 3° temperature, first, of White's Cave, about a mile distant 
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The entire length of White's Cave being hut a quarter of a 
mile, the rapid fall of the mercury from 86° at tbe mouth to 
54° at the end confirms the opinion, formed on other grounds, 
tbat it has a secret connection witb tlie far larger cavern 
adjacent. 

The difference of one degree between the water of tbe 
basin and the air above it is not due to. evaporation-care 
being taken in tbis and similar cases to avoid this cause of 
error. It is ptobable that the temperature of the water is 
that of the surrounding eartb, while that of the air is modi
fied by external influences. 

The following observations were made on tbe 13th and 
15th days of August, 1881, in Mammoth Cave: 

At the hotel on the hill the mercury indicated. .. 92 deg. Fah. 
At the mouth of the cave (at noon) . .  " . .  , . . . . . •.• " 65� " 

" (at 7 P.M) ................ 60 
At the Iron Gate, 100 yards Nithin, where the cur-

rent is Rtrongest. .. .. ....................... 52� H 

In the Rotunda (1,000 yards within) . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 53 
In Auduhon's Avenlle ... ........ ............ .... 54 
In Little Bat Avenue .... ... ..................... 54 
In the Gothic Avenue (oldest and driest portion) . . . 56 
In Richardson's Spring (in the water)... . .. .... 54 
In the Arched Way.... .... .... . .................. -311 II. 

At the Bottomless Pit (top).. .. . . . . .... . ... . ...... 54 

.. (midway) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . .  56 

.. (at the bohom). . .  . .. . ... 53 
In the Mammoth Dome (top, 250 feet above bottom) 54 

" (midway) . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . .  53� " 
(bottom) . . . . . . .. . . . . .  , ... 53 

At the Echo River (in the water) .... ....... ...... 55 

" (in the air) . . . . . . .  ... .. .. '. . 56 
" (where it empties into Green 

Rive,) ............... ....... 58 

From this second table of observa.tions it will be seen tbat 
the temperature is more uniform tbroughout the cave than 
appeared from the notes taken in 1878. Tbe variations 
occurring are due to actual differences caused by the sinking 
of cold air to the lowest places. The single exception to this 
is found at Echo River, which is known to be 328 feet below 
the surface, and yet has as high a temperature as any other 
locality in the cave. This may be explained by reason of 
its connection with the outer pools known as the Upper and 
Lower Big Springs, and lying beneath the high bluffs of 
Green River. 

The fact tbat the temperature of tbe Bottomless Pit at a 
point midway is higher than at eitber the top or bottom. may 
be accounted for by reason of an avenue here setting in tbat 
was anciently the path of drainage into River Hall, where 
the mercury stood at 56°. 

It should be stated that the greatest pains was taken to 
keep the bulh and stem of tbe instruments dry, except, of 
course, in observations of the water. which, however, were 
always taken after those taken in the air, so that results need 
not be modified by tbe evaporation of moisture. As a rule, 
the thermometer was, in each instance, left for half an hour 
where it could not be influenced by animal heat or that of 
any lamp, and when the degree was read it was done as 

quickly as possible, before there was any perceptible rise of 
the mercury. 

By these observations I claim tbat those made previously 
and with less accuracy ought to be superseded, and that the 
fo'llowing facts are definitely settled, namely: 

1. That the highest temperature found in any part of 
Mammoth Cave, during the hottest season known in Ken
tucky for many years, does not exceed 56° Fab., and that 
may, therefore, be regarded as the maximum. 

2. The lowest temperature found in any portion of the 
cave during the six months from March to Septemher, 1881, 
was that indicated at the Iron Gate, namely 527ij0 Fah., and 
tbat may be regarded as the minimum. (It is admitted, 
however, that the very strong air current at this point may 
have sligbtly lowered the mercury by causing the evapora
tion of unobserved moisture from the surface of the tube. ) 

3. Reviewing all my observations, made in numerous 
widely separated localities, I find the mean temperature of 
Mammoth Cave in midsummer to be 54° Fah. 

4. I regard the temperature indicated on the floor of the 
Rotunda, and at tbe bottom of the Mammoth Dome and of 
the Bottomless Pit, namely, 53° Fah., as the best indication 
of the true temperature of the earth's crust in the vicinity of 
Mammoth Cave; and presumably so for the belt lying along 
the 37th parallel of latitude, near wbich that cave is located. 

••••• 

More COlDets. 

E. E. Barnard, of Nashville, Tennessee, discovered at his 
observatory, at 2 A.M., September 19, a bright telescopic 
comet in 7 hours 46 mInutes right ascen;;ion and 13 degree� 
28 minutes north declination, with a daily motion of three 
degrees northeast. Its position is described as near Zeta 
Virginis. No tail was apparent. The observation was con
firmed tbe next day. 

Director Swift, of the Warner Observatory, Rochester, 
N. Y. , announces the discovery by him, at 1 A.M., Septem
ber 20, of the expected Encke's comet, near Beta AUI'igre. 

Four comets are now visible with a good telescope-B, C, 
D, and Encke's. 
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